


OHEAP Fire and Security offer a complete range of security systems 
to ensure you can control and protect every element of your 
business.

Whether you need to control access to your building, prevent crime from 
happening in the first place with an intruder alarm, or keep a close eye on 
operations with a reliable CCTV or VSS system, OHEAP can help.

We offer British manufactured and supported products to ensure quality 
and integrity, whilst reducing our supplier miles and keeping our carbon 
footprint to a minimum.

But OHEAP offer so much more than security systems 
and products. 

As a NSI Gold accredited company, our qualified 
engineers provide the expertise required to install and 
maintain your security system.

With more than 30 years experience, our security department offers a 
personal touch with no call centres, just experts a call away when you 
need them. We also offer a 24/7 callout service if you need it.

British Products with Quality Service

















Remote Barrier 

Video Analytics

CCTV Monitoring

Thermal Detection
Thermal monitoring can be used for a wide
variety of high-risk CCTV related fire sites,
monitoring for food production or reading the
body temperature of people entering premises. 

Controlling the access of both people and vehicles
onto a site. Gates, barriers and electric fences can be

fully integrated with Access Control, alarm 
and CCTV systems to provide a complete control

solution, allowing the monitoring, recording 
and movement.

The very latest in ground-breaking CCTV
solutions, such as Artificial intelligence false alarm

management, video analytics and human and
vehicle detection.

Long term and rapid deployment CCTV systems
for anything. Monitor family homes, commercial
properties, building sites, Power stations and
high-profile Government sites.

CCTV & Alarm Monitoring



4U

2U

Developed & manufactured in the UK

UK Hosted Servers

UK APP

R E S O L U T I O N

Surveillance Solutions & 
Video Management

4K Resolution
2 Sata (Up to 8TB Per CH)
ePoE
AI Smart Analytics

Human & Vehicle 
AI Deep Learning
Face Detection

R E S O L U T I O N
4K Resolution
2 Sata (Up to 20TB Per CH)
AI Smart Analytics
Plug & Play

Human & Vehicle 
AI Deep Learning
Face Detection
ANPR

4K Resolution
24 Sata (4u)
12 Sata (2u)
Plug & Play
ANPR
P2P

Human & Vehicle
AI Smart Analytics
AI Deep Learning

R E S O L U T I O N



Tel: 0330 999 8786
www.oheap.co.uk


